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MAN Diesel & Turbo Licensee Breaks 100m bhp 

Barrier 

 

Hyundai Heavy Industries marks two-stroke milestone three 

decades after first Hyundai-MAN B&W engine 

 

HHI-EMD, the Engine and Machinery Division of Hyundai Heavy 

Industries, held a ceremony in Ulsan on 29 September to commemorate 

the company’s production milestone. The ceremony was attended by a 

long list of invited guests, including MAN Diesel & Turbo’s Thomas 

Knudsen, Head of Low-Speed, Ole Grøne, Senior Vice President Low-

Speed Promotion and Sales, Klaus Engberg, Senior Vice President  Two-

Stroke Licensing, and K.K. Lee, President of MAN Diesel & Turbo Korea.  

 

HHI-EMD was MAN Diesel & Turbo’s first two-stroke licensee in Korea with the 

original agreement signed in 1976. The first drawings were subsequently delivered to 

Hyundai in 1978 with the first engine – a 7L55GF - delivered the following year.  

 

Engine production doubled its output to two engines in 1980 and rapidly increased 

over the years with Hyundai able to report the production of 88 engines in the second 

quarter of 2010 alone, a company record. In terms of bhp, HHI-EMD celebrated 50 

million bhp in 2005 and taken just five years to add the next 50 million bhp. 

 

From MAN Diesel & Turbo two-stroke headquarters in Copenhagen, Klaus Engberg 

draws attention to the different firsts Hyundai has achieved over the years, including 

the different B&W models it has produced. He says: “In all these years, we have been 

delighted with HHI’s support when introducing new engine designs. The company’s 

entrepreneurship and production facilities have been instrumental in the common 

development of new Hyundai-MAN B&W engine-types.” 

 

Engberg pays tribute to the “engines of the highest standard” that HHI-EMD produces 

and says that the Korean group has developed into a valued partner in the continuous 

development of diesel-engine technology.  

 

He continues: “License production is based on the trustworthiness of both companies 

and their employees. HHI-EMD has constantly and systematically improved the 

quality of engines and services. Hyundai-MAN B&W engines have not only created 

prosperity and welfare in Ulsan, but they have spread it to all corners of the world.” 
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Klaus Engberg concludes by congratulating HHI-EMD again on its 100 million bhp 

achievement, and by looking forward to Hyundai breaking the 100-million-kW mark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Participants at the recent ceremony in Ulsan, Korea ( from centre left to right, MAN Diesel & 

Turbo unless stated): S.H. Bae (wearing striped tie) - Director MAN Diesel & Turbo Korea, Lars 

Bryndum - Director Customer Support Low-Speed, Klaus Engberg - Senior Vice President Two-

Stroke Licensing, Ole Grøne - Senior Vice President Low-Speed Promotion and Sales, K.K. Lee 

- President MAN Diesel & Turbo Korea, Key-Sik Min - Chairman HHI, Thomas Knudsen - Head 

of Low-Speed, Seung-Nam Yoo - Senior Executive Vice President & CEO HHI-EMD, and Søren 

Jensen - Vice President R&D Low-Speed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About MAN Diesel & Turbo 

MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg, Germany, is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel engines and 

turbomachinery for marine and stationary applications. It designs two-stroke and four-stroke engines that are manufactured 

both by the company and by its licensees. The engines have power outputs ranging from 450 kW to 87 MW. MAN Diesel & 

Turbo also designs and manufactures gas turbines of up to 50 MW, steam turbines of up to 150 MW and compressors with 

volume flows of up to 1.5 million m³/h and pressures of up to 1,000 bar. The product range is rounded off by turbochargers, 

CP propellers, gas engines and chemical reactors. MAN Diesel & Turbo’s range of goods includes complete marine 

propulsion systems, turbomachinery units for the oil & gas as well as the process industries and turnkey power plants. 

Customers receive worldwide after-sales services marketed under the MAN PrimeServ brand. The company employs 

around 12,700 staff at more than 100 international sites, primarily in Germany, Denmark, France, Switzerland, the Czech 

Republic, Italy, India and China. MAN Diesel & Turbo is a company of the Power Engineering business area of MAN SE, 

which is listed on the DAX share index of the 30 leading companies in Germany. 
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